
Custom Stole Pricing Structure
Thank you for your interest in my custom stoles! I strive to be as transparent as possible with my
pricing, so here is a breakdown of what you can expect in working with me.

DEPOSIT

When you decide you want to work with me on a custom stole, you will pay a non-refundable
$50 deposit up front. This deposit will go towards your final payment, so once the stole is done,
you will owe the remaining balance of the total cost.

TOTAL COST

Custom stoles start at $285, and most designs remain at this price point.

You may want to add on certain elements to your design, which will increase the final price. When
I propose a design for you, I will give you an option that will cost $285. When you request
design modifications or add-ons that would increase your final price, I will clearly communicate
that to you.

You can find a list of “a la carte” add-ons toward the end of this document.

design types

I think of the stoles I create as one of three different types of designs. There is sometimes
overlap between design types, but as a rule of thumb, stoles that cost the base price of $285
stay mostly within one of these categories:

1. symbol/appliqué-focused,
2. background design-focused, or
3. embroidery-focused

You don’t have to worry about this part—I will determine which type best fits your vision for the
stole. The following breakdown is only for those who are curious about the ins and outs of my
pricing. If you’d rather just trust me to come up with a design for you, skip this part.

If you do prefer a certain type over others based on what you see in the pictures below, please
let me know!
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Here are some examples of stoles of each type:

symbol/appliqué-focused
These stoles usually have a plain background with cut-out fabric symbols to make up the design.
The pieces of fabric are considered appliqué–smaller pieces of fabric being sewn onto a larger
piece to make patterns or pictures.

background design-focused

The main imagery in these stoles is incorporated right into the main piece of the stole. These can
sometimes be confused with the previous category (and there may be some natural overlap
between them). However, you can generally tell that a stole belongs in this category when there
is no plain fabric background visible along the whole length. These stoles usually consist of many
smaller pieces of fabric being sewn together to make the front piece.
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embroidery-focused

If hand embroidery is what you want, these stoles put it front and center. This could mean that a
passage of text is the main focal point of the stole, or it could highlight elements such as winding
vines and leaves (or both, as seen below left). These stoles generally have a solid background.

Embroidery is the most commonly requested add-on to other design types. See below for
information on combining multiple types.

multiple design types combined

If the design you are after combines two different types, there may be an additional cost (but not
always). These costs are determined on a case-by-case basis, and I will give you design options
at varying price points that match your vision. Here are some examples of what combined design
types may look like:
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a la carte add-ons
You can add these elements onto any stole for the listed price.

● Disciples of Christ chalice - $25

○ I offer the DOC chalice because it is the denomination I’m a part of, and I have
received permission from the denomination to do so. Unfortunately, I’m not able to
offer other denominational symbols or logos at this time.

● Hand stitching on all added symbols - between $15 - $50, depending on design

Photos below show machine-stitched (left) vs. hand-stitched (right).

● Hand-embroidered message/scripture passage on the back (max 50 letters) - $45

Option of handwritten, cursive, or other styles
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HUMAN-CENTERED PRICING

Unlike some business models would have us all believe, you are not a walking credit card and I
am not an art-production machine. So, I want the whole process of our co-creation, including my
pricing model, to reflect our shared humanness!

I set my prices at a place where I feel like I am honoring my time, my talent, and my creations.
While a precise formula of material costs and hourly labor works best for some people in
determining their pricing, I prefer to choose mine more intuitively: what feels like a price that is
low enough to be accessible to my clientele and high enough to be sustainable for me (and will
not leave me feeling resentful of the work I have to do)?

All that said, I believe that art should be available to everyone, not just those with a lot of
disposable income. Even as the past few years have reduced many people’s ability to spend
money on things they consider superfluous, we continue to need art in the world, maybe even
more than ever. Therefore, I want to do whatever I can to make it possible for more people to
have beautiful things in their homes, offices, and sacred places.

If that is as simple as offering a payment plan—breaking up the cost into multiple smaller
payments over the course of months—let’s do that! You tell me what is a reasonable monthly or
bi-monthly payment for you and I will set that up for you.

I also love bartering and think we should be doing it more! If you’re an artist, a creator of some
kind, or have any kind of good or service to offer, let’s chat about a trade. Come up with
something that you consider comparable in value based on my pricing and please reach out.
While of course I have to make money to live (so a BIG thank you to those who pay me for my
work), this is one of my favorite ways to form relationships and connect with other creative folks.
I’m often not able to support other artists I really love because of my own budgeting restrictions,
so if it’s something that feels good for you and your situation, I see mutually-beneficial bartering
as a win-win.

If you would like to chat about how to make my pricing structure more accessible to you, please
don’t hesitate to contact me at info@molliedonihe.com.
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